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Company: Boom Battle Bar Ipswich

Location: Ipswich

Category: other-general

Looking for something out of the ordinary? We're looking for a hard-working Games Host to join

our world class and growing team and help us fulfil our goal to become the UK’s leading

experiential leisure operator. 

THE ROLE LOCATION.

BOOM Battle Bar is a young, exciting competitive socialising business. It is the first and

only Battle Bar in the world. An entertainment battleground combined with a premium bar

centered around competitive entertainment. From Crazier Golf to Augmented Darts, from Axe

throwing to Shuffleboard, with theatrical cocktails and street food, it has it all. A high energy

environment where customers battle with each other for the ultimate competitive high.

ABOUT US.

BOOM Battle Bar is a young, exciting competitive socialising business. It is the first and

only Battle Bar in the world. An entertainment battleground combined with a premium bar

centered around competitive entertainment. From Crazier Golf to Augmented Darts, from Axe

throwing to Shuffleboard, with theatrical cocktails and street food, it has it all. A high energy

environment where customers battle with each other for the ultimate competitive high.

OUR VALUES.

In a nutshell, as brilliantly fun for our employees as our guests. If we aren’t feeling the

energy and excitement, then neither will our guests. We like to combine the idea of

having fun with taking responsibility for our work and getting things done.
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Our people bring a big dose of passion to work with them. They give energy. They have a

‘come on let’s be the best on the planet mentality. They radiate a buzzy positivity in

everything they do.

Being frank and honest about how we are doing is key to our success. We are

always hungry for new ideas and fresh combinations that help us improve and stay ahead

of the pack.

We know we can go further as a team if we embrace individuality and a range of

different personalities. We want people to lean into what they are good at. We champion

a richer mix of talent. 

ABOUT YOU.

Experience working in a large scale hospitality, leisure, or entertainment setting.

Games hosting experience desirable

Excellent people skills - a wicked and memorable personality!

Willingness to work late nights and weekends.

A passion for hospitality!

RESPONSIBILITIES – WHAT YOU DO.

Running of the host desk

Greeting guests and taking bookings

Hosting all of the games we have on offer

Taking and running drinks and food orders on the main floor

Tending bar

Heads up: Experience is important, but attitude and finding the right ‘fit’ comes first for us. 
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